
Topic Question Answer

Session 
Information

Where will we find the recording after this 
session?

The recording can be found in Stream, and the 
link will be emailed

Login 
information

Do all NLPS students have learn 68 
accounts

Yes!

Login 
information

Is this only for students with a learn68 
acct?

Students need a learn68 account to login to 
google classroom. All NLPS students have a 
learn68 account, but a consent from parent is 
required to enable the account.

Tech help What is the process for enabling 
primary students learn68 accounts?

They should check with their admin if 
consent was given at the beginning of the 
school year. the consent form is located 
at: https://www.sd68.bc.ca/wp-
content/uploads/Consent-Form.pdf

Login 
information

Can anyone access my Google Classroom if 
they have the code? Even if they are not 
registered?

Anyone with the code can enter the class as a 
student. The teacher can remove any student 
that enters that should not be there. It is not a 
great idea to make the code public.

Adding 
teachers

If you add someone as a teacher can they 
change things in the classroom?

Only the primary teacher (owner) can delete the 
class. If someone is added as a co-teacher they 
can add/delete/edit whatever is in the 
classroom. They cannot remove the primary 
teacher.

Adding 
teachers

How can I turn off notifications from other 
teacher's classrooms? 

Yes, you can adjust the notifications that you 
receive.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHJG-
Y70ekA

Adding 
teachers

If teachers are sharing a class, should they 
each set up a google classroom or share an 
account?

They should share a class. It would make it 
easier for teachers (and students) to manage 
work flow and communicate with students.
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Tech help What do you do if your 
assignments set up in classwork 
don't show up in Stream?

It should show up. Please reach out to the 
learning line for more assistance.

Tech help Can we edit the stream? Yes! Posts can be edited and/or deleted.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVBUmuf
9

Tech help If you comment on an 
assignment, give feedback, and 
then return assignment to a 
student is the assignment saved 
somewhere in GC?

The feedback is attached to the 
assignment. The assignment will always be 
visible in GC unless the student deletes it.

Tech help If you've selected 'make a 
copy for each student' for an 
assignment, and they 
accidentally delete their copy, is 
there a way you can send them 
a new one within the existing 
assignment?

If the student deletes their copy, you could 
share it again through google drive (but 
students would need to re-attach it in the 
assignment in GC).

Tech help If you share a classroom with 
another teacher, can you 
communicate with the teacher 
where only they see it and not 
the whole class?

No. You can communicate through teams or 
outlook.

Tech help How can I enter my own 
classroom as a student to see it 
in their view? I have tried and 
Google Classroom denies my 
request.

Unfortunately, this is not possible
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Tech help Should we add parents to the 
classroom or it is best to avoid 
that?

If you have email addresses, they will get 
guardian summaries, but they will not be able 
to access their child assignment or comments

Tech help Can you edit after post? Yes! Posts can be edited and/or deleted.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVBUmuf
9kLg

Tech help How do I work live with a 
student. For example, we see 
each other's work steps of doing 
a math problem.

You can access students’ Google Docs or 
Slidesto view it as they work, but there may be 
other tools that are better suited for this type of 
interaction (whiteboard apps, teams, etc).

Requests/Su
ggestions

Can you do google 
forms/quizzes in another 
session?

How to create a Google 
Survey on Google classroom?

I want to learn how turn in and 
marking aspect of the classroom 
work?

If there is time, could you please 
show tips and tricks to organize 
G Drive? I have many teachers 
in my GC and I get confused as 
to what is shared where.

There will be ongoing sessions on Thursday 
mornings based on need 
and interest. Please send any specific requests 
for sessions to the learningline@sd68.bc.ca
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